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Details of Visit:

Author: Iron Duke
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 4 Jan 2017 14:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07591572841

The Premises:

Very quiet side street only a short distance from Kings Cross mainline railway station. Easy to find
after good coms, safe area during the day and discrete. Finding flat was easy, located on top floor
of a typical town house a stones throw from Euston Road. On checking the postcode I expected
Paula to be working out of one of the many small hotels in the area but the flat is in a private house.
Flat itself was very small, more like a bedsit with a fold-down couch instead of a full sized double
bed. Small bathroom too but clean and tidy.

The Lady:

Attractive blonde Polish girl, I'd say early to mid 20's and Adultwork photos are accurate. All natural
and not enhanced, big but pretty tattoo on her back. 

The Story:

In need of a bit of R&R after Christmas and New Year so went to my AW hotlist and chose Paula as
she was available, provided the services I wanted and was easy to get to. One hour basic services
was £100 but I opted for an extra £20 for anal. Did the paperwork and went to the bathroom to
freshen up then back to the bedroom. Started with light FK but not DFK, Paula soon got my cock in
her mouth and delivered a very nice OWO BJ. I had more than usual to offer so to speak and after a
while let it all go into her mouth which was taken without wasting a drop. After spitting out the
contents and cleaning herself up it was my turn and I returned the favour with RO on Paula's very
smooth and clean pussy. Not sure if she enjoyed it as much as me but she commented on how nice
it was when I'd finished, probably 20 minutes straight oral on her.

A bit more mutual touching and FK and Paula moved back onto my cock and sucked it to get me
hard. On with the rubber and started off with mish, then legs up for the eagle. I'd asked for A levels
too and Paula lubed up my cock and in it went doggy style. She is very tight back there and it took a
bit of time to get fully into her arse but once in I got into my strokes and had at it. Popped number
two in her rear then got cleaned up, washed off in the shower and dressed to go.

If you want lots of chit-chat and banter Paula probably isn't the one for you but if you are after a
decent session she can certainly take a good fuck. I was all done and dusted within 45 minutes and
would probably go for a half hour single pop next time. There are others on my hotlist to explore but
a return visit may well be on the cards.
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